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A B S T R A C T   

Deep learning methods based upon convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have demonstrated impressive per-
formance in the task of building outline delineation from very high resolution (VHR) remote sensing (RS) im-
agery. In this paper, we introduce an improved method that is able to predict regularized building outline in a 
vector format within an end-to-end deep learning framework. The main idea of our framework is to learn to 
predict the location of key vertices of the buildings and connect them in sequence. The proposed method is based 
on PolyMapper. We upgrade the feature extraction by introducing global context and boundary refinement 
blocks and add channel and spatial attention modules to improve the effectiveness of the detection module. In 
addition, we introduce stacked conv-GRU to further preserve the geometric relationship between vertices and 
accelerate inference. We tested our method on two large-scale VHR-RS building extraction dataset. The results on 
both COCO and PoLiS metrics demonstrate better performance compared with Mask R-CNN and PolyMapper. 
Specifically, we achieve 4.2 mask mean average precision (mAP) and 3.7 mean average recall (mAR) absolute 
improvements compared to PolyMapper. Also, the qualitative comparison shows that our method significantly 
improves the instance segmentation of buildings of various shapes.   

1. Introduction 

Obtaining accurate locations and outline shapes of buildings is 
important for cadastral and topographic mapping, with applications in 
urban planning and humanitarian aid (Griffiths and Boehm, 2019). 
Manual extraction of buildings from optical images is extremely time 
consuming and expensive in large scale applications. Various groups of 
methods, including pixel-wise segmentation, building-wise segmenta-
tion, and structured building footprint delineation have been developed 
to achieve automation (Ok, 2013; Wei et al., 2019). However, due to the 
complexity of VHR-RS images, the results obtained by automated 
techniques are still not satisfactory for real applications and the direct 
inclusion in Geographic Information Systems (GIS). 

Conventional methods for automatic delineation of building foot-
prints usually start with extracting features (e.g., spectral, spatial, 
textural), followed by traditional machine learning classification 
methods (e.g., Support Vector Machines, Random Forest) (Zhang, 1999; 
Turker and Koc-San, 2015). Their generalization ability to other areas, 
however, is difficult due to the empirically designed features. The recent 
development of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), has promoted a 
new round of research studies toward automated image analysis and 

understanding (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Persello and Stein, 2017). 
Representation learning through deep networks allows for multilevel 
abstractions in semantic image analysis. This results in a performance 
that goes well beyond traditional manual feature engineering in many 
different RS applications (Zhu et al., 2017). Long et al. (2015) extended 
the original CNNs to enable dense prediction by a pixels-to-pixels clas-
sification. By exploiting multiscale features and image context, different 
semantic segmentation methods for building extraction were applied by 
Alshehhi et al. (2017, 2020). Instance segmentation has been proposed 
by He et al. (2017), combining object detection and semantic segmen-
tation to achieve pixel-wise delineation of each individual object 
instance. Following this approach, Ji et al. (2019) have obtained buil-
dingwise segmentation, showing promising results in separating build-
ing objects and providing opportunities for extracting building-specific 
characteristics. 

Although pixel-based segmentation methods are generally perform-
ing well in building outline delineation in terms of standard accuracy 
assessment metrics, their output often shows irregular edges and overly 
smoothed corners. This is mainly caused by shift and spatial invariant 
characteristics of a CNN architecture that is designed for high-level se-
mantic feature abstraction, rather than for precise localization and 
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delineation of objects spatial details (Shi et al., 2020). Also, the imbal-
ance between building content and boundary label pixels causes CNNs to 
produce inaccurate building edges. Several studies utilize additional 
operations to strengthen building boundaries or use graph neural 
network methods to enhance learning of local structure. However, 
spatial continuity and shape regularity of building boundaries are still 
often neglected. Missed detection may still persist along the building 
boundaries caused by polygon simplification techniques. Besides, graph 
neural network does not explicitly consider the influence of morpho-
logical characteristics of the building. As a result, the raster output needs 
to be converted into a vector format and edited with substantial manual 
work before being included in GIS layers. 

Regularized building outline delineation from optical RS imagery has 
long been studied (Partovi et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2019). Studies on 
building polygon delineation usually require additional data sources, for 
instance, airborne lidar scanning (ALS) or public GIS data, or post- 
processing for accurate locating the boundary features (Griffiths and 
Boehm, 2019; Li et al., 2019). Recently, Girard and Tarabalka (2018) 
developed CNN-based methods that are capable of producing vectorial 
semantic labeling of an image directly, whereas contour-based methods 
were introduced by Marcos et al. (2018, 2019). Nevertheless, these 
methods still have problems in producing regular edges, sharp corners, 
and handling occlusions since they either highly depend on careful curve 
initialization or suffer from the typical drawbacks of parametric curves. 

Directly predicting polygons, i.e., ‘automatic annotation’, aims to 
identify the polygons or curves that best fit the object boundaries in 
semi- or fully automatic ways. These annotation methods have been 
developed gradually from graph cuts to CNN-based architectures (Acuna 
et al., 2018). Castrejon et al. (2017) predicts the contour points 
sequentially using a CNN plus recurrent neural network (RNN) archi-
tecture named PolygonRNN, with a CNN serving as an image feature 
extractor, and the RNN decoding one polygon vertex at a time. Moti-
vated by the success of these recent works, Li et al. (2019) developed an 
end-to-end deep learning architecture named PolyMapper, which is able 
to learn and delineate the geometrical shapes of buildings and roads 
directly in vector format from a given overhead image. They integrate 
the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) detection module (Lin et al., 2017) 
on top of PolygonRNN, thus removing the need to manually annotate 
bounding boxes surrounding the objects of interest. However, Poly-
Mapper still has problems in predicting complex shapes caused by de-
ficiencies of elementary feature extraction and object detection 
modules, and besides, the convolutional Long Short-Term Memory 
(conv-LSTM) module is computationally expensive. 

Our study aims to accurately and automatically delineate regularized 
building outlines from VHR-RS imagery. We develop a end-to-end 
trainable CNN + RNN architecture, where the CNN takes as input an 
RS image and extracts key points of building outlines, which are fed 
sequentially to the multi-layer RNN decoder. Finally, the RNN produces 
a vector representation for each object in a given image. 

Following the research line of previous works Castrejon et al. (2017, 
2019), we introduce several modifications to such a scheme to further 
improve its performance and applicability in an operational scenario. 
The key contributions of our paper are the following:  

• We have systematically upgraded the building instance segmentation 
module. We integrated global context blocks (GCB) in the backbone 
network to enhance the model’s capability to capture long-range 
dependency. We introduced a Boundary Refinement Block (BRB) to 
enhance the extraction of boundary features. We also improved the 
detection module by combining the channel and spatial attention 
block.  

• We embedded stacked convolutional Gated Recurrent Units (conv- 
GRU) to accelerate reasoning and alleviate the vanishing gradients 
problem in recurrent networks.  

• We applied Common Objects in Context (COCO) measures and the 
polygons and line segments (PoLiS) metric (Lin et al., 2014; Avbelj 

et al., 2014) to evaluate the building outline prediction results. This 
way, we assess the precision of our method from the perspectives of 
pixel-based location accuracy and geometric shapes similarity. 

2. Methodology 

Our framework integrates building instance segmentation and vec-
torization into one end-to-end learning system, which provides signifi-
cant advantages to pixel-wise labeling methods for obtaining 
regularized polygon results. Departing from PolyMapper, we have sys-
tematically upgraded the feature extractor, the detection and recurrent 
modules, to make the framework more robust to complex scenes. The 
full model is shown in Fig. 1. The CNN encoder first produces general 
multi-level features of the image. An object detection module is then 
integrated to detect individual object instances in the form of bounding 
boxes. We apply the region proposal network (RPN) structure enhanced 
by feature pyramids network, which can exploit multi-scale, pyramidal 
hierarchy of CNNs. The bottom-up network then generates an enhanced 
boundary feature together with the predicted first vertex of the building 
polygon. Once the images with individual buildings are generated, the 
recurrent decoder is applied to exploit visual attention at each time step 
and generate a sequence of 2D vertices. Finally, the closed polygon is 
produced by the RNN following a particular orientation. The framework 
returns the structurally coherent representation building polygons. 

Our method is able to directly predict polygons from images, instead 
of explicitly labeling image pixels. The multi-task framework loss is 
combined from CNN backbone, detection module, and RNN parts, where 
the detection loss consists of a cross-entropy loss and a smooth L1 loss 
for anchor classification and regression, respectively. The CNN loss re-
fers to the log loss for the mask of boundary and vertices, and the RNN 
loss is the cross-entropy loss for the multi-class classification at each 
time step. In the following, we describe our network architecture in 
detail. 

2.1. Building instance segmentation 

This section describes building instance segmentation module, which 
contains a feature extraction and a building detection module. 

2.1.1. Feature extraction 
This module contains an enhanced CNN backbone network and a 

bottom-up network composed of boundary refinement blocks, which 
fuse information from the previous layers aiming at capturing both low- 
level and high-level boundary information. 

a. CNN encoder. 
A CNN encoder network, also called backbone network, performs as 

a multi-level feature extractor of the image, maintaining the structure of 
that signal and is sensitive to local connectivity. In our framework, the 
backbone encoder is shared for both building detection and vertices 
localization in order to save computing overhead. Thus, we aim to 
design a powerful and efficient backbone to extract more informative 
features to achieve better performance. We conducted several experi-
ments with different commonly used backbone networks in our study 
(Section 3.3.4). Based on the baseline backbone network, we introduce 
non-local mean operations for capturing long-range dependencies 
within the backbone network (Wang et al., 2018). Non-local means is a 
classical filtering algorithm that allows distant pixels to contribute to the 
filtered response at a location based on patch appearance similarity. 
Here we introduce global context blocks (GCB) (Cao et al., 2019), which 
benefits from both a simplified non-local operation with effective 
modeling on long-range dependency, and the squeeze-excitation block 
(Hu et al., 2018) with lightweight computation. This operation is 
equivalent to obtaining a receptive field as large as the feature map size 
in a more efficient manner, which allows for effective fusion of global 
information and semantic feature enrichment. 

The detailed architecture of the GCB is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). 
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Specifically, the GCB consists of (a) a context modeling module which 
aggregates the features of all positions together to form a global context 
feature; (b) a feature transform module to capture the channel-wise 
interdependencies. Besides, a normalization layer is added inside the 
bottleneck transform (before Rectified Liner Unit (ReLU)) to ease opti-
mization, as well as to benefit generalization; (c) a fusion module to 
merge the global context feature into features of all positions. With this 
design, the GCB can be applied in multiple layers to better capture the 
long-range dependency. We denote the output of different stages of our 
backbone as Cn for outputs of different stages of ResNet backbone. We 
added GCB to last residual blocks of C2 ∼ C5 with a bottleneck ratio of 
16. 

b. Boundary refinement block. 
During the segmentation, it is possible that buildings are confused 

with the background category of a similar appearance, especially when 
they are spatially adjacent (Yu et al., 2018). We therefore introduce a 
Boundary Refinement Block (BRB) (Fig. 2(b)), which amplifies the 
distinction of features between building boundaries and surrounding 
features. The first component of the BRB block is a 1 × 1 convolution 
layer, which is used to unify the channel number and combine the in-
formation across the channel. A basic residual block refines the feature 
map. BRBs are then embedded into a bottom-up network to enlarge the 
inter-class distinction of features. The structure can learn the accurate 
semantic boundary with polygon supervision by simultaneously 

Fig. 1. Overview of our framework. (a) Building instance segmentation module, which includes CNN feature extractor and detection module. G and B stand for 
global context block (GCB) and boundary refinement block (BRB), which are illustrated in Fig. 2. A stands for attention block, which is explained in Fig. 3. (b) 
Building outline polygon prediction module, which is a RNN decoder combined of a two-layer stacked conv-GRU with skip-connection from one and two ti.me 
steps before. 

Fig. 2. The detailed structure of GCN and BRB. The feature maps are shown as feature dimensions, e.g., C × H × W denotes a feature map with channel number C, 
height H and width W. ⊗ denotes matrix multiplication, ⊕ denotes broadcast element-wise addition. 
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obtaining accurate edge information from the lower level feature and 
semantic information from the higher level feature. 

We refer to the output feature map of this module as the combined 
features, which involve backbone features, enhanced boundary infor-
mation, and vertices features. Final feature maps of each building object 
are cropped and aligned with corresponding bounding box by RoIAlign 
(He et al., 2017). 

2.1.2. Building detection and instantiation 
The role of the detection module is to partition the image into in-

dividual building instances. It allows us to compute separate polygons 
for all buildings. Polymapper integrates FPN, which is a classical two- 
stage framework for object detection to the framework. Specifically, 
FPN builds a feature pyramid upon the inherent feature hierarchy in 
CNN by propagating the semantically strong features from high levels 
into features at lower levels. 

Predicting the target objects in RS imagery remains a challenge due 
to the complex background and extreme variation of scales and texture. 
Motivated by recent works on attention mechanism Hu et al. (2018,), we 
hypothesize that both spatial-wise and channel-wise recalibration of 
merged feature maps can improve current pyramid layer detection. 
Hence, we integrate an attention module into each stage of FPN to 
enhance pyramid features by weighting the fusion feature map. The 
attention module starts by modeling the feature dependency of the 
feature maps in each pyramid level and further learns the feature 
importance vector to recalibrate the feature maps to emphasize the 
useful features. The attention module mainly consists of two parts: 
channel attention block (CAB) and spatial attention block (SAB) 
(Fig. 3)). 

a. Channel attention block. 
The channel attention block (CAB) focuses on enhancing features 

along the channel of each pyramid level. It first explicitly models the 
dependency of features along the channel and learns a channel-specific 
descriptor through the squeeze-and-excitation method. Then, it em-
phasizes the useful channels for more efficient global information 
expression of feature maps in each pyramid level. The CAB is as follows: 

FC = σ(MC(F) ⊗ F) ⊕ F, (1)  

where σ is ReLU activation function; ⊗ is element-wise dot product; ⊕ is 
element-wise addition; MC(F) ∈ RC×1×1 is the channel attention weight; 
F ∈ RC×H×W represents the input feature map and FC represents the 
output feature map of the CAB. Concretely, in the CAB, the spatial 
dimension of the input feature is first compressed by max-pooling and 
average-pooling simultaneously. Then the generated max-pooling fea-
tures and average-pooling features are forwarded to a shared network, 
producing the channel attention map Mc. The shared network is 
composed of a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with one hidden layer. The 
size of the hidden activation layer is set to RC/r×1×1 for reducing 
parameter, with r equal to 16. 

b. Spatial attention block. 
Similar to the CAB, the spatial attention block (SAB) enhances the 

features along with the spatial location of each pyramid level, which 
emphasizes the effective pixels and suppresses the ineffective or low- 
effect pixels. The SAB process is as follows: 

FS = σ(MS(FC) ⊗ FC) ⊕ F (2)  

where MS(FC) ∈ RC×1×1 is the spatial attention weight; FS represents the 
output feature map of the SAB. In the SAB, the feature map is produced 
by the max-pooling and average-pooling processes along the channel 
axis. These two produced maps are concatenated and a convolution 
layer is applied to reduce the dimension. Finally, a sigmoid function is 
added to generate spatial attention weight. 

In summary, the channel attention module focuses on “which 
channel” to learn from the combined heterogeneous features. The spatial 
attention module focuses on “which area” to learn from the combined 
feature maps. This attention-based feature enhancement can automati-
cally explore the importance of features at different levels to effectively 
solve the heterogeneous problem across the channel dimension and 
further recalibrate the importance of each pixel location across the 
spatial dimension to approach interesting areas rapidly. Thus, it im-
proves the ability of the detection module to distinguish between 
buildings and backgrounds. 

2.2. Building outlines prediction 

Extraction of regularized building boundaries is traditionally ach-
ieved by vectorizing the pixel-wise segmentation results and manually 
refining them. Such a workflow is usually time consuming and tedious. 
The regularity is obtained as a result of the proposed framework that 
predicts the positions of building keypoints (vertices) and connect them 
in a sequential manner. Contrary to pixel-wise classification methods, 
edges between the extracted keypoints will result in straight lines, and 
thus buildings will be delineated according to polygons of regular shape. 
The RNN is applied to model the sequence of vertices in the polygon 
outlining the building. In addition, independent regression loss func-
tions are used to ensure the extraction of the correct locations of 
boundaries and vertices, obtaining regularized building outlines in 
vector format directly. 

An RNN is a powerful representation of time-series data, as it carries 
more complex information about previously observed data by employ-
ing linear and non-linear functions. It can also effectively capture typical 
shapes of objects. Therefore, RNNs have been widely used in temporal 
image processing, such as video motion prediction and video object 
detection (Fig. 4(a)). 

In contrast to Castrejon et al. (2017) and Li et al. (2019) who employ 
conv-LSTM in their models, we propose to leverage stacked conv-GRU 
(Ballas et al., 2015). On the one hand, conv-GRU can preserve the 
geometric relationship coming from the previous frames; on the other 

Fig. 3. Diagram of attention block (refers to module A in Fig. 1), which mainly consists of two parts: channel attention block (CAB) and spatial attention block (SAB). 
The intermediate feature map is adaptively refined through our module at every stage of the .feature pyramid. 
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hand, it has similar performance to LSTM but with a reduced number of 
gates, thus lower computational cost. Convolutional recurrent units 
convert gated architecture to a convolutional one and replace dot 
products with convolutions in order to process images. A conv-GRU 
(single layer) computes the hidden state ht given the input xt accord-
ing to the following equations: 

zl
l = σ

(
Wl

z ∗ xl
t + Wl

zl ∗ hl− 1
t + Ul

z ∗ hl
t− 1

)
,

rl
t = σ

(
Wl

r ∗ xl
t + Wl

rl ∗ hl− 1
t + Ul

rh
l
t− 1

)
,

h̃
l
t = tanh

(
Wl ∗ xl

t + Ul ∗
(
rt ⊙ hl

t− 1

) )
,

hl
t =

(
1 − zl

t

)
hl

t− 1 + zl
th̃

l
t.

(3)  

where zt is an update gate that decides the degree to which the unit 
updates its activation. rt is a reset gate. σ is the sigmoid function. h̃t is a 
candidate activation which is computed similarly to that of the tradi-
tional recurrent unit in an RNN and ∗ denotes a convolution operation. 
In this formulation, model parameters W,Wl

r,Wl
z and U,Ul

r,U
l
z are 2D- 

convolutional kernels. Our model results in a hidden recurrent repre-
sentation that preserves the spatial topology hl = hl

t(i,j), where hl
t(i, j) is 

a feature vector defined at the location (i, j). 
The new state hl

t is a weighted combination of the previous state 
hl

t− 1and the candidate memory h̃t. The update gate zt determines how 
much of this memory is incorporated into the new state. Using convo-
lution, the ‘visual memory’ representation of a pixel is determined not 
only by the input and the previous state at that pixel, but also its local 
neighborhood. By making use of convolution operations and temporal 
variation in continuous frames, our model is therefore capable of char-
acterizing spatio-temporal patterns with high spatial variation in time. 

As illustrated in Fig. 4 (b), we construct a two-layer RNN with 
stacked conv-GRU cells with a kernel size of 3 × 3, and 16 channels 
which output a vertex at each time step. The vertex prediction is 
formulated as a classification task and the model is trained with the cross 
entropy loss. At each time step t, our stacked conv-GRU receives as input 
a tensor xt that concatenates multiple features: the CNN feature repre-
sentation of the image yt− 1 and yt− 2, i.e., a one-hot encoding of the 
previously predicted vertex and the vertex predicted from two-time 
steps ago, as well as the one-hot encoding of the first predicted vertex 
y0. The output yt is encoded as a D × D+1 grid, where D × D dimensions 
represent the possible vertex positions and the last dimension corre-
sponds to the end-of-seq token that signals that the polygon is closed. 

Notably, the first vertex of the polygon is predicted in the previous 
skip feature module after the enhanced boundary to help the RNN 
determine the starting point. In this way, the next vertex of a polygon is 
always uniquely defined by giving a previous vertex and an implicit 
direction. Together with combined features, the one-hot encoding of the 
first predicted vertex y0 is also taken as input at each time step. This acts 
as an end signal indicating the polygon goes back to the starting vertex 
and reaches a closed shape. 

During implementation, the resolution of RNN input features was 
downsampled to 28 × 28 to satisfy memory bounds and to keep the 

cardinality of the output space amenable. The maximum length of a 
sequence (number of vertices) when training is set to 30. In the inference 
phase, the beam search procedure is used to select the starting and 
following vertices. Beam search is a heuristic graph search algorithm, 
which is used to keep the higher quality nodes at each step of depth 
expansion in large graph space. 

2.3. Loss functions and implementation details 

The total loss of our model is a combined loss from the detection 
module, CNN, and RNN, respectively. The detection loss consists of a 
cross-entropy loss for anchor classification and a smooth L1 loss for 
anchor regression. 

L(i)
cls = − (yilog(pi) + (1 − yi)log(1 − pi) ) (4)  

f (x) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1
2
x2, |x| < 1

|x| −
1
2
, otherwise

(5)  

L(i)
box = f

(
x*

g − xg

)
+f

(
y*

g − yg

)

+ f
(

w*
g − wg

)
+ f

(
h*

g − hg

) (6)  

where Lcls is the classification loss, yi (either 0 or 1) is the class of the 
anchor, pi is the predicted probability of the class. Lbox is the regression 
loss of the bounding box, where (x*

g , y*
g ,w*

g , h
*
g) denotes the predicted 

coordinates of the box. The superscript i denotes the i-th anchor, λ de-
notes a self-defined parameter when training. In addition, the weighted 
logarithmic loss is used to remedy the imbalance of the positive and 
negative samples for the mask of boundary and vertices in the CNN part 
separately. The cross-entropy loss is adopted in the RNN part for the 
multi-class classification at each time step. 

The overall CNN + RNN model is trained end-to-end, and the overall 
loss function takes the form of multi-task learning. This essentially helps 
CNN to be fine-tuned to object boundaries, while the RNN learns to 
follow these boundaries and exploit its recurrent nature to also encode 
priors on object shapes. We train our model using the Adam optimizer 
with a batch size b = 4 and an initial learning rate of λ = 0.0001. Weight 
decay and momentum are both set to 0.9. The total iteration number was 
set as 1,600,000. The network was implemented using Tensorflow 1.15. 
We performed all the training and testing on a single TITAN X GPU. 

2.4. Evaluation metrics 

The prediction results of different methods are evaluated and 
compared using different evaluation criteria. 

2.4.1. COCO measurement 
We first report the standard Common Objects in Context (COCO) 

Fig. 4. (a) A sample RNN architecture for 
video motion prediction. A sequence of im-
ages is given as input to the network. The 
extracted feature maps inside the recurrent 
unit is given to a stacked conv-GRU layer to 
propagate the long-term memory from video 
clips for poses regression. Figure revised 
from (Gupta et al., 2016). (b) Keypoint 
sequence prediction produced by RNN for 
buildings. At each time step t, the RNN takes 
the current vertex yt and previous vertex yt− 1 

as input, as well as the first vertex y0, and 
outputs a conditional probability distribu-
tion P

(
yt+1|yt , yt− 1, .y0

)
.   
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measures mean Average Precision (AP) and mean Average Recall (AR) 
over multiple Intersection over Union (IoU) values. IoU is defined as the 
area of the intersection divided by the area of the union of a predicted 
mask and a ground-truth mask. 

IoU =
ROIP ∩ ROIG

ROIP ∪ ROIG
(7)  

Specifically, AP and AR were averaged over ten Intersection over Union 
(IoU) values with thresholds from .50 to 0.95 with steps of 0.05. Aver-
aging over IoUs rewards detectors with better localization. Thus, an AP 
was calculated as Eq. (8). 

AP =
AP0.50 + AP0.55 + … + AP0.95

10
(8)  

In addition, AP(S,M,L) and AR(S,M,L) were used to further measure the 
performance of the algorithm on detecting objects of different sizes. 
Specifically, small, medium and large represent an area < 322, an area 
between 322 and 962 and an area >962 respectively, where the area is 
measured as the number of pixels in the segmentation mask. 

2.4.2. Polygons and line segments measurement 
Although the COCO metric is very indicative of the outcome 

assessment and allows for a fair comparison with other instance seg-
mentation algorithms, the indicator is still raster-based, which can not 
fully reflect and evaluate the effectiveness and advantages of vector- 
based prediction methods. Thus, we introduce the polygons and line 
segments (PoLiS) metric, which accounts for shape and accuracy dif-
ferences between the polygons (Avbelj et al., 2014). 

Specifically, PoLiS is designed to compare building polygons and line 
segments and fulfill the mathematical conditions for a metric. It is 
expressed as: 

p(A,B) =
1
2q

∑

aj∈A
min
b∈∂B

⃦
⃦aj − b

⃦
⃦

+
1
2r

∑

bk∈B
min
a∈∂A

‖bk − a‖
(9)  

where the distance between polygons A and B p(A,B) is defined as the 
average of the distances between each vertex aj ∈ A,j = 1,…,q, of A and 
its closest point b ∈ ∂B on polygon B, plus the average of distances be-
tween each vertex bk ∈ B,k = 1,…,r, of B and its closest point a ∈ ∂A on 
polygon A. (1/2q) and (1/2r) are normalization factors to quantify the 
overall average dissimilarity per pair of detected and reference polygon. 

As shown in Fig. 5, the distance between A and B is marked with solid 
black lines. The arrows represent the direction in which the distance is 
computed, and the gray (solid or dashed) connections between the 
points show an intermediate step in computing a distance, i.e., an un-
derlain Euclidean distance between points. The PoLiS metric is defined 
for polygons and not for point sets; thus, the connections between the 
points (the blue and orange lines) are established. The dotted light-blue 
lines demonstrate one alternative way to connect point set B into a 
polygon, which shows the PoLiS accounts for the shape of the outline. In 
sum, the PoLiS metric accounts for positional and shape differences by 

considering polygons as a sequence of connected edges instead of only 
point sets. 

In practice, we first filter the predicted building instance results with 
mask IoU > 0.5 to find the corresponding ground truth and prediction 
object pairs. Later, the overall mean value of the metric for objects in all 
tiles and dataset are computed. The smaller the value represents the 
higher the similarity between the predicted and true polygons. 

3. Experiments and results 

3.1. Datasets 

In order to verify the performance and robustness of the algorithm 
under large-scale and different source data sets, two challenging VHR- 
RS benchmark datasets, namely crowdAI and Open Cities are selected 
to evaluate the proposed method. The two datasets cover large areas 
over many cities in different regions (US and Africa), and the images are 
in different spatial resolutions with unpredictable scene complexity. 

3.1.1. crowdAI dataset 
The crowdAI dataset is a large-scale RGB satellite imagery dataset 

which has a spatial resolution of ̃30 cm (Mohanty, 2018). The training 
set consists of 280,741 images with 2̃,400,000 annotated building 
footprints. The test set contains 60,317 images with 5̃15,000 buildings. 
Typical instance annotations are used to supervise box and mask 
branches, and the semantic branch is supervised by the COCO format 
annotations (Lin et al., 2014). 

3.1.2. Open Cities dataset 
The Open Cities dataset is supported by the Global Facility for 

Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR). The aerial imagery data 
consists of drone imagery from 10 different cities and regions across 
Africa. The spatial resolution varies from 2 cm ∼ 20 cm. The original 
dataset has been divided into tier 1, and tier 2 subsets depend on the 
quality of labels (e.g., how exhaustively an image is labeled and how 
accurate the building footprints are). We select tier 1, which has more 
complete labels as our dataset and separate them into training and 
validation dataset. Original images are cropped into 1,224 × 1,224 tiles, 
with 100 pixel overlay between each other, and the total volume of the 
prepared dataset is 91.8 GB. The summary of the data list and details can 
be found in Table 1. Example images and the corresponding label is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

3.1.3. Data preparation 
The annotation files of Open Cities are in GeoJSON format, which, 

like shapefile, are the most commonly used vector data format in geo- 
domain. In order to advance the automated process and compare it 
with other instance segmentation algorithms, we developed an 

Fig. 5. PoLiS distance p between extracted building A (orange) and reference 
building B (blue). 

Table 1 
Data catalog of open cities dataset.  

City Scene 
count 

Resolution AOI area 
(sqkm) 

Building 
count 

Average 
building 

size (sqm) 

Accra (acc) 4 2 cm 7.86 33585 84.84 
Dar es 
Salaam 
(dar) 

6 7 cm 42.90 121171 99.20 

Kampala 
(kam) 

1 4 cm 1.14 4056 53.14 

- (mon) 4 7 cm 2.90 6947 150.71 
- (nia) 4 10 cm 0.68 634 47.43 
Pointe- 

Noire 
(ptn) 

2 20 cm 1.87 8731 72.73 

Zanzibar 
(znz) 

13 7 cm 102.61 13407 120.83  
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automated data processing script. Taking the commonly used raster RS 
images, e.g.,.tiff, and corresponding vector labels, e.g.,.shp,.geojson, as 
input, the script can automatically prepare a COCO format dataset by 
cropping, annotating and splitting. In addition, the prediction results 
can be converted into shapefile or raster tiles after finishing the training 
and prediction. To this end, our framework can build an automatic 
workflow for building outline delineation from data preparation to final 
deployment. 

3.2. Design of different components 

Since the designed framework is a multi-task one, optimization of a 
single module does not necessarily ensure improved model perfor-
mance. We, therefore, performed extensive ablation experiments based 
on the baseline model. 

3.2.1. Backbone network 
Instead of VGG-16 used in PolyMapper, we utilize ResNet as our 

baseline model (He et al., 2016). The residual module of the ResNet is 
highly effective in alleviating the degradation problem raised by deeper 
networks. It has five stages that can extract the features from high and 
low stages to refine the final encoder information. Besides, we also test 
EfficientNet (Tan and Le, 2019), which uses a compound coefficient to 
scale up CNNs in a more structured manner. This reduces the number of 
trainable parameters while maintaining high accuracy. The comparing 
results are shown in Table 6. 

3.2.2. Detection module 
We adopted several ways of improving the effectiveness of the 

detection module. The simplified diagrams of their structures are shown 
in Fig. 7. We mainly focus on improving the detection module following 
the two-stage detector scheme since they are usually more flexible and 
accurate comparing with one-stage detectors. 

a. Path Augmentation. 
We added an extra path augmentation based on FPN referring Liu 

et al. (2018) to shorten the information path between lower layers and 
topmost feature (shown in Fig. 7 (b)). The idea was to further enhance 
the localization capability of the entire feature hierarchy by propagating 
strong responses of low-level patterns. 

b. Balanced Feature Pyramid. 
We applied a balanced feature pyramid to strengthen the multi-level 

features using the same deeply integrated balanced semantic features 
through rescaling, integrating, refining, and strengthening (Fig. 7(d)). 
This was motivated by the work presented in Pang et al. (2019), 
designed to strengthen original features. In this manner, each resolution 
in the pyramid obtains equal information from other resolutions, thus 
balancing the information flow and leading the features more 
discriminative. 

c. Inception-block. 
We introduced a sub inception block (Chen et al., 2017) into the FPN 

lateral connections aiming to capture more image context at multiple 
scales. As described in Fig. 7 (c), the encoded and decoded features are 
integrated into the enhanced feature by one inception block. 

d. Mask-guided RPN. 
We added an extra mask prediction head to RPN to build a mask- 

guided RPN. The idea is referred from instance segmentation work He 
et al. (2017), and it aims to suppress the background clutter with 
additional supervision. As shown in Fig. 7 (e), the multi-level FPN 

Fig. 6. Example drone image tile and labels of Open cities dataset.  

Fig. 7. Comparison of implemented different enhanced feature pyramid networks, which represents (a) FPN (Lin et al., 2017), (b) Path augmentation (Liu et al., 
2018), (c) Inception module (Chen et al., 2017), (d) Balanced feature pyramid (Pang et al., 2019), (e) Mask guided (He et al., 2017), respectively. Each feature map 
upward has a spatial sized scaled down by two by default. Dotted lines represent interpolation operations, meaning that they can be upsampling, downsampling or 
shortcut depending on the respective feature map sizes. Each solid black line is an independent convolution. 
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features are normalized into the same spatial size by taking the simple 
upsample and downsample operations, followed by predicting an m × m 
mask from each RoI using an FCN. The FCN consists of 4 consecutive 
convolutional layers and 1 deconvolutional layer. This allows each layer 
in the mask branch to maintain the explicit m × m object spatial layout. 

3.2.3. Recurrent decoder 
Apart from stacked conv-LSTM and stacked conv-GRU, we tested 

Causal-LSTM and Gradient Highway Unit (GHU) (Wang et al., 2018). 
Specfically, we first embedded the Causal-LSTM to make the RNN 
module ‘deeper in time’. The temporal and spatial memories in the cells 
are connected in a cascaded way through gated structures in such cells. 
This is inspired by the idea of adding more non-linear layers to recurrent 
transitions, increasing the network depth from one state to the next. 
Thus, we hypothesized that it then becomes better capable of capturing 
the shape of the object and making coherent predictions even in 
ambiguous cases such as shadows and saturation. 

In addition, the GHU is embedded to alleviate the gradient propa-
gation difficulties in deep predictive models. The GHU works to capture 
long-term and short-term time-step dependencies separately. With 
quickly updated hidden states, it builds a quick alternative route from 
the very first to the last time step similarly with skip connection built-in 
CNN. We modify and integrate them into the two-layer RNN. 

3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods 
We compared our model to state-of-the-art instance segmentation 

method Mask R-CNN (He et al., 2017) and original PolyMapper. Spe-
cifically, we keep the backbone and detection module of Mask R-CNN 
setting the same with our baseline model, which is ResNet-101 and FPN, 
for a fair comparison. 

a. Quantitative analysis. 
Tables 2 and 3 show quantitative comparison of our method with the 

other two methods reported in COCO and PoLiS metrics. Regarding the 
crowdAI dataset, our method achieves 47.4 mAP and 55.8 mAR, which 
outperforms Mask R-CNN and PolyMapper in all mAP and mAR metrics, 
especially for the later ones. It demonstrates that there is a higher pro-
portion of buildings detected by our approach with respect to the ground 
truth. Our method works significantly better in delineating small and 
medium size buildings and achieves higher precision at all scale levels. 
In addition, the results on PoLiS distance indicate that the results ob-
tained through our method have a lower overall average dissimilarity 
per polygon. It indicates our results yield superior positional accuracy 
and shape similarity by referring to ground truth comparing with the 
other two methods. 

For the Open Cities dataset, our method still outperforms Mask R- 
CNN in all AP and AR metrics except APm, which refers to medium 
buildings. We hypothesize that the slightly lower performance observed 
for medium buildings is due to the number of buildings at this scale 
predominate in the tiles with the cropping size we selected. The resizing 
at the beginning of the network leads to a loss of spatial information of 
densely arranged objects with complex roofs material. Thus vertex 
location may be blurred. Our method still performs better than Poly-
Mapper. Besides, our results also show a lower value in the PoLiS metric, 
which suggests the results are more accurate and similar compared to 
the reference data. 

b. Qualitative analysis. 

Fig. 8 allows a visual comparison of the results obtained by the three 
considered methods and the reference data on the crowdAI dataset. As 
compared with the pixel-wised based Mask R-CNN, the other two 
methods are able to generate more compact and regularized represen-
tations. In addition, our results are superior in terms of object integrity 
and accuracy compared to Polymapper under the same training condi-
tions. Fig. 9 provides finer results comparison of three methods for an 
example building. The result of the pixel-based method Mask R-CNN is 
rather irregular. Our method enables us to delineate building instance 
with a complex shape more accurately compared with PolyMapper. 

Fig. 10 shows qualitative results on the Open Cities dataset. Our al-
gorithm still enables accurate extraction of buildings of different sizes 
and shapes in complex scenes, despite the dense arrangement of build-
ings and the wide variation in roofing materials. In summary, our model 
can well outline the buildings with a variety of shapes and sizes in a 
given VHR-RS image and provide accurate geometrical details. 

3.3.2. Comparison with segmentation plus post-processing 
We further compare our method with instance segmentation plus 

post processing methods, including convex hull and Douglas-Peucker, 
respectively. Those methods are usually used to simplify and refine 
the results in terms of geometric regularity of building segments. In 
practical, we specifically refer to the algorithms introduced by Sklansky 
(1982) and Douglas and Peucker (1973), and we integrate them into the 
mask prediction module in the Mask R-CNN, which will be applied 
during referencing period. 

The quantitative results are shown in Table 4, which indicates that 
our methods still perform better in both AP and AR. The output of 
different methods is shown in Fig. 11. Among them, the CH algorithm 
implements the generation of the outer polygon of the segmentation 
result. In contrast, DP performs better in terms of boundary outline 
simplification based on pixel-based segmentation results. But overall, 
our method produces better representations of building outlines with 
better geometric regularity. In addition, we found both of the CH and DP 
as classic regularization algorithms are very dependent on the initial 
segmentation results, and they usually show poorer performance on 
building objects with complex geometries. 

3.3.3. Comparison with Deep snake automatic annotation algorithim. 
Recent studies in automatic annotation take a different approach to 

optimize and replace RNNs for outlining the objects (Acuna et al., 2018). 
The key idea is to approximate the contour outlining an object by 
deforming an initial contour to the object boundary, either using graph 
convolutional network (GCN) or active contour methods. Peng et al. 
(2020) proposed a learning-based snake algorithm, named deep snake, 
which introduces the circular convolution for efficient feature learning 
on the contour and regresses vertex-wise offsets for the contour defor-
mation. We also compared our method with Deep snake on the crowdAI 
dataset. 

The qualitative and quantitative comparison results for the two 
methods are shown in Fig. 12 and Table 5, respectively. Although the 
results of deep snake can reach a higher value of the COCO evaluation 
metrics, our method reaches a higher value of the PoLiS metric, which 
indicates more regular object shapes with finer geometric details. The 
combination of geometrical constraints with the aforementioned 
deforming methods to improve the efficiency of the framework is a 
promising future research direction. 

Table 2 
Results on the crowdAI dataset.  

Method mAP APS  APM  APL  mAR ARS  ARM  ARL  PoLiS 

Mask R-CNN 41.9 12.4 58.1 51.9 47.6 18.1 65.2 63.3 3.064 
PolyMapper 43.2 19.7 56.8 53.4 52.1 30.3 65.5 65.9 2.333 
Our method 47.4 23.5 60.4 60.7 55.8 33.5 69.5 71.2 2.189  
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3.3.4. Ablation studies 
With the proposed method, we achieve 4.2 mask mAP and 3.7 mAR 

absolute improvements compared to the original PolyMapper. We first 
list all steps used to achieve the performance. We also perform extensive 
ablation studies on different components designed for all modules 
involved in the framework, as described in Section 3.2.2. We selected 
ResNet-101 + FPN as our baseline model. All the experiments were 
carried out on the crowdAI dataset with an iteration number of 605 k. In 
addition, we calculated the training time (tT) (500 iterations) and the 
inference time per image (tI) for each set up of the ablation study to 
investigate the trade-offs in terms of accuracy and computational 
efficiency. 

a. Effect of each component. 
To analyze the importance of each component, backbone, detection 

module and RNN decoder are sequentially added to the model to 

validate the effectiveness. Meanwhile, the improvements brought by a 
combination of different components are also presented to demonstrate 
that those components are complementary to each other. 

As shown in Table 7, GCN improves the baseline method by 1.3 mAP 
and 1.9 mAP. This benefits from effective modeling of long-range de-
pendency with attention pooling for context modeling, and addition for 
feature aggregation. It shows that the overall feature extraction ability of 
the backbone has been enhanced by adding messages communication 
between distant positions. In addition, BRB also improves the perfor-
mance of 0.9 mAP and 1.0 mAR, respectively. BRB enhances the learning 
ability for boundary features and further guides the detection of corner 
points, avoiding incomplete detection of the geometry. 

Besides, enhanced FPN with attention module brings a slight in-
crease to both mAP and mAR to the overall performance. The attention 
module enhances the feature expression and further improves object 

Table 3 
Results on the Open Cities dataset.  

Method mAP APS  APM  APL  mAR ARS  ARM  ARL  PoLiS 

Mask R-CNN 35.6 5.4 28.4 46.6 44.6 7.6 37.7 57.1 20.435 
PolyMapper 36.3 7.3 25.5 47.9 44.8 7.0 34.7 58.3 18.901 
Our method 37.8 8.1 28.0 48.2 46.9 9.3 37.2 58.6 17.778  

Fig. 8. Sample data and results of crowdAI dataset. From top to bottom are (1) Image tiles with ground truth label. (2) Mask R-CNN results (3) PolyMapper results (4) 
Our method results. 
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Fig. 9. Results comparison for example buildings with complex shape. From left to right: (1) Mask R-CNN (2) PolyMapper (3) Our method.  

Fig. 10. Sample data and results of Open cities dataset. From top to bottom are (1) Image tiles with ground truth label. (2) Mask R-CNN results (3) PolyMapper 
results (4) Our method results. 
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detection accuracy by weighing the features in each pyramid level and 
adaptively utilizing the object’s context information. The utilization of 
two attention modules has made the detection module focus on 
capturing discriminative semantics and locating precise positions. 

Moreover, the stacked conv-GRU module also improves the overall 
performance by 1.4 and 0.4. It indicates that the simpler and efficient 
stacked conv-GRU cells leverage the convolution operations to enforce 
sparse connectivity of the model units and share parameters across the 
input spatial locations. 

Referring to the training and inference speed metrics, we observe 
that each additional module increases the time accordingly, but there is 
no substantial difference in the overall rate. These results indicate that 
these components are complementary to each other and improve the 
performance from different perspectives towards the baseline model and 

original PolyMapper. 
b. Comparison with different backbone networks. 
Experiment results related to a different selection of backbone net-

works are presented in Table 6. Compared with VGG-16 applied in 
original PolyMapper, networks with residual blocks clearly improve 
overall performance. Besides, we found that a deeper backbone network 
helped to improve accuracy further. Moreover, we believe that the 
framework can consistently bring non-negligible performance even with 
more powerful backbone networks. Although EfficientNet improves the 
processing speed compared to the ResNet family, the overall accuracy is 
slightly inferior. We speculate that this is because the compound coef-
ficient parameter involved in the network is not suitable for direct 
transfer into our datasets. 

c. Comparison with different detection module. 
The quantitative results generated by different structures are shown 

in Table 8. Among them, only Mask-guided and path augmentation 
design achieves some improvement in results. Nonetheless, the runtime 
costs of these two structures, especially for the mask-prediction branch 
in all these models, are relatively huge. In contrast, the implementation 
of Balanced Feature Pyramid leads to decreasing in both mAP and mAR. 
It suggests that the refining step does not really help to enhance the 
integrated features in our case. We hypotheses that semantic 

Table 4 
Comparison with instance segmentation plus post processing algorithms.  

Methods mAP mAR PoLiS 

Mask R-CNN + CH 42.6 47.5 2.568 
Mask R-CNN + DP 43.6 48.9 2.435 
Our method 44.5 53.0 2.189  

Fig. 11. Example results from different methods on crowdAI dataset. From top to bottom are (1) Image with ground truth label (2) Mask R-CNN + CH (3) Mask R- 
CNN + DP (4) Our method. 
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information of object features at a different level has been diluted during 
the integrating and recalling. The results on the inception block also 
show a slight decrease in both metrics. 

d. Comparison with different RNN cells. 
As we can see from Table 9, the stacked conv-GRU improves the 

overall performance with a reduced number of gates, thus fewer pa-
rameters comparing with the conv-LSTM applied in the original archi-
tecture. In addition, the average tT/tI of stacked conv-GRU on the 
crowdAI dataset for 500 iterations is lower than the other two models, 
showing its advantage in efficiency. It indicates the novel recurrent 
structure with stacked conv-GRU performs well to preserve spatial 
connectivities at different time stamps, and it effectively alleviates the 
exploding gradients problem in recurrent networks. 

The CausalLSTM and GHU show similar performance with original 
conv-LSTM but with much higher computational cost. One potential 
reason is that the numbers of the hidden state channels have strong 
impacts on the final prediction performance. The original paper pro-
poses a 5-layer architecture. However, we only constructed a 2-layer 
structure considering the size of the network itself and the complexity 
of the CausalLSTM structure, but the fact that even this has increased the 
computational cost considerably. 

4. Conclusion 

In this work, we investigated an improved end-to-end learning 
framework for regularized building outline extraction in polygon 
format. The overall workflow of our method is based on a CNN + RNN 
architecture, with a CNN serving as an image feature extractor, and the 
RNN decoding one polygon vertex at a time. Given the input VHR RS 
image, our method can automatically generate topological results. 

This framework turns the traditional multi-step workflow, including 
feature extraction, semantic segmentation, vectorization, and shape 
refinement, into an improved end-to-end deep-learning architecture. 
This is a leap forward towards full automation in building outline 
mapping from remotely sensed imagery. Moreover, since the building 
objects are delineated as independent object instances, they can be 

Fig. 12. Example results from different methods on crowdAI dataset. From top to bottom are (1) Deep snake (Peng et al., 2020). (2) Our method.  

Table 5 
Comparison with deep snake algorithms.  

Methods mAP mAR PoLiS 

Deep snake 45.1 54.5 2.678 
Our method 44.5 53.0 2.189  

Table 6 
Effect of each component. Results are reported on crowdAI.  

GCN BRB EFPN stacked 
conv-GRU 

mAP mAR Gain tT (s)  tI (s)  

– – – – 34.1 43.3 – 300.06 0.39 
✓    35.4 45.2 1.3/ 

1.9 
309.65 0.40 

✓ ✓   36.3 46.2 0.9/ 
1.0 

315.05 0.42 

✓ ✓ ✓  37.0 46.5 0.2/ 
0.3 

330.16 0.52 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 37.9 46.9 1.4/ 
0.4 

323.97 0.48  

Table 7 
Ablation studies of backbone network on crowdAI.  

I. Backbone mAP mAR tT (s)  tI (s)  

VGG-16 27.8 39.9 291.09 0.38 
EfficientNet-B4 34.1 42.9 298.45 0.42 
ResNet-50 33.5 42.6 295.15 0.39 
ResNet-101 34.2 43.3 300.06 0.42 
ResNet-152 35.6 44.5 340.20 0.53  

Table 8 
Ablation studies of detection module on crowdAI. Different components are 
added independently.  

II. Detection mAP mAR tT (s)  tI (s)  

FPN 36.3 46.2 300.06 0.39 
+ Path augmentation 36.4 45.8 310.34 0.42 
+ Balanced Feature Pyramid 34.3 44.4 320.16 0.47 
+ Inception block 36.0 45.6 332.78 0.49 
+ Mask-guided 36.6 46.3 382.75 0.64 
+ Attention module 37.0 46.5 330.16 0.52  

Table 9 
Ablation studies of recurrent cells on crowdAI. Different components are added 
independently.  

III. RNN cells mAP mAR tT (s)  tI (s)  

conv-LSTM 37.0 46.5 300.06 0.39 
conv-GRU 37.9 46.9 292.38 0.32 
Causal LSTM + GHU 37.1 46.3 368.58 0.52  
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further analysed to extract additional characteristics such as roof type 
and building function, allowing for more detailed mapping, 3D recon-
struction, and planning applications. In the context of the big earth 
observation data era the method has a great generalization potential in 
application scenarios such as automated, accurate mapping and 
updating. 

Following the work of PolyMapper (Li et al., 2019), we introduced 
several improvements including enhancements in the backbone, detec-
tion, and recurrent module. Apart from COCO metrics, we also applied 
the PoLiS distance metric to evaluate the results by considering posi-
tional accuracy and shape differences between the polygons. Our results 
on two open source benchmark datasets demonstrated a high accuracy 
in delineating building outlines considering both quantitative and 
qualitative criteria. Our method shows high performance in areas where 
the buildings are regular in shape and sparsely arranged (e.g., urban 
areas of North America and China). Performance could be further 
improved in scenarios where the arrangement is more compact, and the 
roofing material complex (e.g., in informal settlements or slums). 
Another challenging situation is with large townhouses with complex 
shapes, which is typical for many European cities. 

For future work, we plan to improve the framework from the 
following perspectives: (1) bringing light-weight models to the back-
bone or detection module; or (2) applying uniform optimization for 
multi-task learning, such as bringing uncertainty into multi-task loss 
function; or (3) introducing 3D information to further enhance the 
effectiveness of extraction. 
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